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Learning does not only happen in school, it happens anywhere too! This picture book is amazingly

effective at breaking down complex facts pertaining to the outer space, and then presenting them in

pieces that are easy to understand. Because the images are brilliantly colored, it's easy for kids to

choose this book as his/her favorite. Be sure to grab a copy today!
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The brilliant pictures will draw your child back over and over again! My aspiring astronaut was

mesmerized, she had to read it to me twice. The best thing I can think of is how we both learned

new things and how excited she was to learn them. The smile this book brought to her face is proof

enough that it absolutely accomplishes what it sets out to do, Entertain your child! The science

behind the "why" is easily conceptualized in this series. The smiles and giggles of my daughter

while she read this to me proves the rating. Happy children wanting to read is five star in my

opinion. And believe me I tried to read just a page and her retort was "no mom I am reading you this

book"! No sharing when she is enthralled with the content. Hmmphh I guess I am jealous she got to



read the entire thing. LolWe received this book at a highly reduced and/or for free in return for

honest and unbiased review. We pride ourselves in depicting a realistic and honest interaction with

the products we review. But the proof is in the pudding so please watch our an edited video when it

is available.

This is an excellent ebook for kids! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to incorporate

this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole class and

then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.

When I sat down to read this kindle book between my 3 kids, my oldest who is obsessed with

everything science and everything space related was pretty much the only one excited LOL.But

once the first picture popped with all the amazing pictures of the planets my almost 5 yr old got

immediately on board. Soon after my 3 yr old saw the picture of Neptune (which is purple) she

joined in. This book is pretty informative and detailed. On top of the pretty awesome pictures, the

descriptions of the planets prompted us to further investigate very interesting facts about Mars and

its volcanoes. My kids were out of their chairs and pointing to the computer, talking about which one

was their favorite, So interactive it was good to see them all on the same page for once. I REALLY

loved this book because even though it is written with children in mind, I as an adult learned from it

also... I think that's pretty neat. I feel Baby Professor hit the nail on the head with the right about of

balance of descriptive context and stunning pictures. So all in all by the end of the book we were on 

looking for space decals to decorate their rooms. SmileI received this product at a discount or for

free.

Learning does not only happen in school, it happens anywhere too! This picture book is amazingly

effective at breaking down complex facts pertaining to the outer space, and then presenting them in

pieces that are easy to understand. Because the images are brilliantly colored, it's easy for kids to

choose this book as his/her favorite. have a Kindergartner that is a really big reader. He loves

nonfiction books so I thought these 1st grade books would be a great way to get him some quick



science lessons. These books are really short... Like 18 pages short. That is my only complaint.

When we were done reading it my son just kind of looked at me like "that's it?" haha. It is a very

basic book. The vocabulary is kind of big but it has really great explanations for the words. It might

actually be geared more toward the Kindergarten audience. Which actually worked out great for

me!The pictures are really great. Some are very simple and others are quite detailed. My son

enjoyed looking at them and asking questions and pointing out little things in each one. We are very

big fans of ebooks. Just know that this book wouldn't be very good on the paperwhite (black and

white version) because this book is in color and it just wouldn't look that great. We have used it on

the ipad and the computer and it looks great. I love that I can load a bunch of these types of books

up onto my ipad for trips and he has the ability to flip through tons of books without the huge bag of

books! Having a big variety of books on hand at all times, especially education books like this are

always a plus. I highly recommend you get a wide variety of the books to keep you children

entertained! When I sat down to read this kindle book between my 3 kids, my oldest who is

obsessed with everything science and everything space related was pretty much the only one

excited LOL.But once the first picture popped with all the amazing pictures of the planets my almost

5 yr old got immediately on board. Soon after my 3 yr old saw the picture of Neptune (which is

purple) she joined in. This book is pretty informative and detailed. On top of the pretty awesome

pictures, the descriptions of the planets prompted us to further investigate very interesting facts

about Mars and its volcanoes. My kids were out of their chairs and pointing to the computer, talking

about which one was their favorite, So interactive it was good to see them all on the same page for

once. I REALLY loved this book because even though it is written with children in mind, I as an adult

learned from it also... I think that's pretty neat. I feel Baby Professor hit the nail on the head with the

right about of balance of descriptive context and stunning pictures. So all in all by the end of the

book we were on  looking for space decals to decorate their rooms. Smile. I am glad that I got a

chance to read this book to my kids.I received this free in exchange for my honest and unbiased

review
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